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Is there really a dearth of document test data, or are we merely dissatisfied with what is
available? The hand digitized characters collected by W.H. Highleyman for his 1961 doctoral
research may still hold the record for widest use. IBM compiled a 700,000 character database for
the 200-font Optical Page Reader delivered to the Social Security Administration in 1966 (but
OCR manufacturers have always considered their test data proprietary). Among the digitized
data sets for sale in 1974 by the Computer Society were alphanumeric FORTRAN coding sheets,
cursive script by seven writers, and 100,000 printed characters from Calspan/USPS. Beginning
about 1990, large data sets were labeled at the Unipen Consortium, Concordia-in Montreal,
University of Washington, University of Bern, ISRI in Las Vegas, and the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, among others. ETL-8 and ETL-9 were widely used for testing
Chinese and Japanese character recognition algorithms. Arabic databases were next. More
specialized collections targeted signatures, tables, technical drawings, musical scores,
mathematical formulas, ancient manuscripts and logos. Lacking adequate document models,
OCR and even binarization error rates remain far less predictable than, for example, the course
of a rocket to Mars. Therefore improvement and performance assessment of document analysis
systems continues to depend on empirical experiments. What can we, and what should we,
expect from the next generation of test databases?
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